Ancient Civilizations
Huntington Middle School in Huntington, West Virginia, USA

In this project we will look at how Greek and Roman architecture has inspired modern buildings in Washington D.C. and then in Huntington W.V.

Look at the gigapans of Greek and Roman architecture. What do you notice when you look at the buildings? What is the style of Greek and Roman architecture? Why do you think it is still used today?

Compare it to the gigipans of Washington D.C., do you see many similarities? Why would Greek and Roman design be used in Washington DC.?

2 Teachers
32 GigaPans
211 Students
618 Comments

Look how tiny this person looks compared to the colossem

I think thats carving is very cool. its looks like a demon riding on a horse. I wonder why they would have the devil riding on a horse. I guess thats something good to research.